
Thanks for joining us for our panel discussion on the 
Pain Points in the St. Louis Tech Pipeline. Tonight 
we’re talking about solving the tech talent shortage 
in St. Louis, getting talent hired, and the possibilities 
and pitfalls of trying to make St. Louis into a tech 
hub. 
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• Amazon sought 
50,000 people

• By 2020, St. Louis 
already expects a 
10,000 tech talent 
shortage

• By 2020, US expects a 
176,000 tech shortage

Sources: US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Amazon 

As you may have heard, Amazon's #1 reason why 
they didn't select St. Louis for it's new headquarters 
was because they said, “St. Louis lacks a blueprint 
for talent” … meaning we don’t have a proven 
pipeline to fill the 50,000 people it needed. Frankly, 
we don’t have enough pipeline to fill existing 
openings. 

St. Louis expects a shortage of 10,000 tech jobs by 
2020 and the whole country expects a 176,000 tech 
shortage within 2 years.
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Facilitator: 
• Kathy Bernard, CEO, WiserU

My name is Kathy Bernard. I assembled this panel to 
start a conversation about how to overcome the 
talent shortage. I chose the topic because … 
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Unique perspective:
1) Career training at colleges and coding schools
2) Career coaching to seasoned pros
3) LinkedIn training at companies
4) Recruiter support

… my business partner, Sue Lopez, and I have a 
unique perspective because of the work that we do. 
You see, we train colleges and coding school 
students to land jobs after graduation. We coach 
Baby Boomer to land new jobs. We train companies 
to master LinkedIn for recruiting and sales. And we 
support recruiters by referring candidates to them.

This background has allowed us to see the problem 
from all sides. 
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• When career training at colleges and coding schools:
“Companies will not hire me until 
I have experience.”

When we train at colleges and coding schools, we 
here students lament, “Companies will not hire me 
until I get experience”. And sadly that’s very often 
true. It’s a Catch-22. They can’t get the experience 
until someone hires them. 
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• When career coaching seasoned pros:
“Companies won’t hire me because 

I’m ‘over-qualified.’”

When we career coach seasoned tech talent … 
people with years of highly valuable experience and 
abilities, they say, “Companies won’t hire me 
because I am over-qualified”, which lets be honest, 
often means that the companies assume that they 
are expensive, possibly slow, and perhaps out-of-
date on their skills. 
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• When LinkedIn training at companies:
“We can’t hire enough qualified 

tech professionals and coders.”

When we train companies to master LinkedIn, we 
hear them say, “We can’t hire enough qualified tech 
talent and coders to grow our business.” 
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• When supporting recruiters:
1) “Our clients will not hire people 

without experience.”

And when we support recruiters, we hear three 
things. “One: Our clients will not hire people 
without experience.” 
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• When supporting recruiters:
2)   Re: seasoned candidate: 

“Don’t even bother.”

2) When we suggest seasoned candidates, we’ve 
heard, “Don’t even bother”. The companies want 
younger talent.” 
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• When supporting recruiters:
3)   Re: International grads: 

“My client only hires local citizens.”

3) When we suggest international graduates of local 
universities, we hear, “My client only hires local 
citizens”. So there’s frustrations on all sides. 
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The result?

• New grads leave town … or leave the industry
• Seasoned techs stay unemployed
• International grads go home … or go elsewhere
• St. Louis … and its companies … stay stagnant 

What are the solutions?
What are the possibilities?

And the result that I’ve witnesses is that …

• New grads leave town … or leave the industry
• Seasoned techs stay unemployed
• International grads go home … or elsewhere
• St. Louis … and its companies … stay stagnant 

So to launch this panel, let’s explore solutions 
to the tech shortage and the possibilities of 
what our city can become if we build a pipeline 
to become a booming tech hub. 
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Panelists: 
• Nick Abbott, available tech talent
• Sidney Buckner, Savvy Coder grad, new tech talent
• John Cronin, IT project manager & former tech executive
• Mohit Lala, NYU masters grad and job seeker
• Elaine Queathem, Founder/CEO, Savvy Coders

To explore these topics, I’d like our panelists to introduce 
themselves and answer these, as well as your questions. 

• "What have been your experiences when applying for a job?"
• "Why do you think new college grads, new international grads, 

and seasoned workers have such a difficult time getting hired?"
• "What do you wish companies understood about your abilities?"
• "What solutions do you propose for getting grads and seasoned 

talent hired?"
• "What solutions would solve St. Louis tech talent shortage?"
• "What part can regional universities, coding schools and 

companies play to solve the problem?"
• Landing the Amazon headquarters could have greatly increased 
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the tech shortage by hiring as many as 50,000 technical 
people. How can St. Louis be ready if another tech giant 
wants to establish a hub here?
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Three WiserU initiatives:

• Career System to quickly train “alternative” 
applicants to be top candidates – let’s talk!

• St. Louis tech pipeline database – submit info!

• Tech event/job fair to qualify candidates … 

Three WiserU initiatives:
- An industry-customizable Career System of training, 

take action guides, and assignments to quickly train 
applicants to be top candidates

- St. Louis tech pipeline database, where I am compiling 
cradle-to-grave training, education, and support 
services that St. Louis already has to speed our efforts 
to build a strong tech pipeline

- A major monthly tech challenge event and job fair to 
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qualify alternative candidates, particularly new 
grads, seasoned techies, and international 
applicants to be hirable tech talent
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https://bit.ly/2KFaQH2 https://bit.ly/2OYLPds

Job Seeker Survey Company Survey

Please give your input!

To assess the viability of that last initiative 
(launching a tech challenge/job fair to assess 
talent), I could really use your help. 

Please take the quick, 1-minute survey if you are a 
tech or coding job seeker or if you are a company 
looking for tech talent. Your answers could really 
help make such an event a reality. 
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Let’s keep the conversation going!

Next panel, 10/25, 4:30 – 5:30 pm, Havana Room
Focus: Company perspectives on the tech talent shortage

• Seeking panelists, partners, pipeline organizations
• Contact: kathy@wiseru.com

Let’s keep the conversation going. The next event 
will be right here on Oct. 25, when we get company 
perspectives on fixing the tech talent shortage.  

I’m seeking people to support this effort, including 
company panelists, partners, and the names and 
contact information of pipeline organizations. I can 
be reached at kathy@wiseru.com or invite me to 
connect on LinkedIn. Thank you.
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